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However, a significant drawback exists within the industry—it's currently monopolized by a handful of major

players like OpenAI and Google. These companies highly prize their competitive edge and are reluctant to

share data or insights. This practice not only leads to isolated ecosystems, where firms can only build upon

their progress but also raises the barrier of entry for newcomers. Emerging companies must start from

square one, requiring expertise in building AI models and more crucially, access to extensive, high-quality

datasets. Even if they do succeed and aim to deploy their model for broader access, prevailing industry

dominance by these established firms makes it an uphill battle.

To address this issue, Bittensor has established an intelligence network that enables decentralized machine

learning. Developers who currently face challenges in monetizing their AI models due to high entry barriers

can now upload their AI models to the network and generate returns as their models are utilized. As more

models are added to the network, a unique phenomenon occurs. While conventional AI firms operate in

isolation, Bittensor can form an expanding machine intelligence network. This creates a compound effect,

resulting in an increasingly powerful AI system that is both accessible and inclusive, thanks to its

decentralized nature. Essentially, by fostering a free market, the network acts as a gravitational force,

attracting the best AI models.



Notably, Chat-GPT, an AI chatbot developed by OpenAI, 

achieved a user base of 100 million within two days. However, 

the industry grapples with inherent challenges, primarily 

stemming from its significant centralization, where a handful 

of giants, such as Google, OpenAI, and Anthropic, dominate 

the market.

This dominance means these big companies don't collaborate 

much and keep their data private, making it hard for new 

companies to enter the market. Starting an AI company 

requires a lot of money, data, and expertise. Even if a new 

company develops an AI, competing with these big firms is 

tough due to their resources and data. This situation makes it 

difficult for new players to succeed and keeps the big 

companies in control.

Bittensor addresses this challenge through the establishment 

of a decentralized intelligence network, fostering machine 

learning and reshaping the landscape of AI development. This 

innovative approach empowers developers to seamlessly 

monetize their models by contributing them to the Bittensor

Network. The essence lies in the utilization of data: the more 

frequently the data is employed, the greater the financial 

returns for developers.



This makes the AI smarter and more capable because it can 

learn from a wide range of sources.

This growth in the network's intelligence isn't just about having 

more data; it's also about making AI accessible to everyone. 

Unlike systems controlled by big companies, Bittensor's

network is open for all to use and contribute to.

A key feature of Bittensor is that it gives regular users a say in 

how the AI develops. Instead of big companies making all the 

decisions, users on the Bittensor network can help guide the 

direction of AI's growth. In essence, Bittensor is creating a new 

way of developing AI. It's not just a few people in charge; it's a 

community effort. Everyone who uses Bittensor can help shape 

how the AI evolves.
https://bittensor.org/



This is achieved by the unique design of the Bittensor network, enabling AI systems and the blockchain to 

integrate. The Blockchain layer, built on Polkadot Substrate, serves as a foundational layer-0 blockchain beneath 

the AI layer. It is pivotal in enforcing the consensus mechanism, ensuring peer identity, and providing incentives 

for network peers. Communication between these layers is facilitated through inter-process communication.

The AI layer plays a key role in simplifying the Bittensor kernel and making sure that a node's neural network can 

smoothly communicate with other nodes in the network. In the Bittensor Protocol, every node contains just one 

neural network.

To achieve a fair distribution of incentives, the Bittensor network employs a staked weighted trust system. Peers 

actively rank each other, and highly ranked peers receive additional rewards. Importantly, the blockchain layer 

places trust in the collective rankings provided by all participating peers, avoiding reliance on individual rankings. 

Peers must register wallets and unique cryptographic keys to submit rankings, which serve as both identification 

tools and are crucial for signing transactions and facilitating peer communication. Additionally, the blockchain 

layer addresses collusion challenges through a trust-based incentive mechanism, rewarding "trusted" peers who 

have reached consensus within the network. This strategy enhances the security and fairness of the Bittensor

network's incentive structure.

twitter.com/Bittensor_FR/status/1717904701851590912/photo/1





The Yuma Consensus, een Proof-of-Intelligence consensus mechanism, is a special system 

Bittensor uses to manage and secure its network. It helps spread AI processing tasks across 

many computers (nodes), making it possible to handle bigger and more complex tasks.

This system combines two methods, proof-of-work and proof-of-stake, to validate transactions 

and create new blocks in the blockchain. Nodes complete computational tasks and are 

rewarded with tokens for their work. Yuma is unique because it also involves machine-learning 

tasks. Nodes that contribute high-quality AI models get rewarded with TAO tokens, Bittensor's

native cryptocurrency.

The system is designed to be fair, with validators making sure that rewards are given out 

correctly. This encourages everyone to work together and keeps the network secure. The 

implementation of PoI within Bittensor yields three primary advantages: incentivizing valuable 

contributions, fostering collaboration, and enhancing blockchain security.



Where centralized AI-models are limited to knowledge of specific areas, MoE combines 

the knowledge of multiple models (experts) to come to the most optimal solution. Where 

one model is focused on languages, the other might be experienced in programming 

languages. When new data enters the Bittensor network, these experts collaborate, 

generating more accurate predictions collectively than any single expert could achieve 

alone—a testament to the power of interconnected systems.

Operating in a peer-to-peer distribution, these neurons hold varying network weights 

stored on a digital ledger. Peers actively rank one another, training neural networks to 

assess the value of neighboring nodes, crucial for the network's overall performance. The 

ranking system accumulates scores on a digital ledger, rewarding high-ranking peers 

monetarily and granting them greater influence within the network. This direct correlation 

between contributions and rewards fosters fairness and transparency, creating a 

marketplace where intelligence is evaluated and priced by other systems, incentivizing 

continuous improvement and knowledge enhancement among peers.

revelointel.com/insights/bittensor/



These subnets are designed to focus on specific types of tasks within 

the Bittensor network. This setup allows the Bittensor network to 

efficiently manage different kinds of computational needs, with each 

subnet playing its own unique role in the larger ecosystem.

These diverse subnets within Bitensor are purpose-built to handle an 

array of functions, whether it's managing various machine learning 

models, processing data, or engaging in other computational 

endeavors. Each subnet flaunts distinct characteristics, 

encompassing finely-tuned algorithms, specialized hardware, or 

customized parameters, tailored precisely to meet specific 

computational requirements.

Nodes within a subnet harmonize their efforts by exchanging 

information, validating computations, and collectively pursuing 

objectives exclusive to that particular subnet.

This collaborative approach not only scales operations but also 

nurtures specialization, enhancing the Bitensor network's 

prowess efficiently and precisely handling a multitude of tasks.

Moreover, within this dynamic system, the network governs itself 

by allowing the registration of up to 32 subnets, and when a new 

subnet joins, the one with the lowest emission value is 

deregistered. This autonomous mechanism ensures that subnets 

continuously prove their merit, fostering a competitive yet 

regulated environment within the network. 

This dynamic regulation emphasizes the need for each subnet to 

consistently demonstrate its value to secure a position in this 

fiercely competitive ecosystem.



twitter.com/Bittensor_FR/status/1717904701851590912/photo/1



Currently, the network comprises 32 subnets designated for specific AI models such as 

the completions from text prompts. The team acknowledges that the ecosystem is not 

yet thriving, and this is by design. To ensure the network's proper functionality, a 

critical number of miners is essential. Consequently, the team has prioritized attracting 

miners to support the network. With a sufficient number of miners validating the 

network, the next phase involves efforts to entice AI developers and models. While 

growth is anticipated, the niche nature of the sector suggests that this expansion may 

take some time.



Of the 54K accounts, 27K accounts have a 
positive TAO balance.

The foundation of Bittensor has ~45.000 
followers which is still relatively low for a 
digital asset network. This could imply that 
participants in the digital assets market are 
relatively unfamiliar with Bittensor.

Since its launch in 2021, Bittensor has 
increased to a market cap of over +$1B, 
slowly entering the top 50 projects in 
terms of market cap.

Over the past two years, 54K accounts 
have been created to interact with the 
Bittensor network



First, the protocol is backed by industry-leading venture capitalists such as Digital Currency 

Group, PolyChain Capital and Firstmark. The backing of these leading VCs illustrates the 

potential of Bittensor and grants access to leading figures, a vast network, and additional 

guidance. Important to note, that these VCs have acquired the token either through 

validating & mining or acquired the token on the open market. The token had a fair launch, 

meaning there were no pre-mined tokens or Initial Coin Offering.

Other important partners include Cerebras, an American artificial intelligence company. 

Together with Opentensor, the firms created BTLM-3B-8K (Bittensor Language Model), a 

new state-of-the-art 3 billion parameter open-source language model that achieves 

breakthrough accuracy across a dozen AI benchmarks. As Bittensor continues to grow, the 

expectations are that more AI-related partners will enter the ecosystem. 
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Consequently, as the protocol advances, the selling pressure 

on the TAO token decreases in terms of volume, creating a 

scarcity model for the token. With the network's expansion, 

there is an escalating demand for the TAO token amid a 

diminishing supply. 

This interplay of supply and demand dynamics is expected to 

drive a consistent increase in the price of the TAO token, 

gaining strength over time. In summary, the token release 

exhibits a favorable pattern characterized by high initial 

inflation that progressively diminishes. 

However, a potential drawback lies in the decreasing supply 

with each halving. As the network attracts more users, the 

heightened demand could lead to increased token prices, 

posing a challenge for some users to afford access to the 

ecosystem. In this scenario, an inflationary model might have 

been more appropriate to facilitate broader access to the 

network, particularly if the aim is to decentralize AI.



The TAO token has several utilities within the Bittensor network. One of the key utilities that the TAO token is 

the native token of the network and is used for gas fees, also known as transaction costs. Furthermore, for 

users to access the AI models on the network, the token is used as an entry ticket. 

Bittensor's bonding mechanism allows participants to stake tokens as collateral, showcasing their dedication 

to the network's integrity. By locking up tokens as a guarantee, individuals demonstrate their commitment to 

supporting the network's operations. These bonded tokens act as a security measure, incentivizing 

participants to act in the network's best interests. In exchange for this commitment, participants stand to 

gain rewards or privileges within the network. This bonding mechanism plays a crucial role in upholding 

security, encouraging active participation, and nurturing trust within the Bittensor ecosystem.

As Bittensor operates as a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), the community decides on 

important issues such as upgrading the protocol. To ensure that users think about the long-term prospects of 

the protocol, Bittensor decided that the TAO token could be used to vote. As a result, if wrong decisions are 

made, the chances are high that the token will decrease in value, negatively affecting the tokenholder.

Since the successful launch of the Finney network, users can delegate a stake to any validator for a share of the 

validation rewards. This enables all holders of the TAO token to earn passive income rewards regardless of the 

size of their holdings. It is intended to encourage users to delegate to the Foundation validator or support the 

projects and teams promoting the growth of the network. Currently, the staking rewards are 18.72% annual 

percentage yield (APY), the real rate of return earned on an investment, taking into account the effect of 

compounding interest.
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Currently, the majority of the TAO trading volume occurs 

on MEXC, with Bitget taking second place. Although 

nothing is wrong with these exchanges, no leading 

exchange such as Binance or Coinbase currently offers the 

token. 

This is both an advantage and disadvantage, when the 

asset becomes listed it can cause a surge in trading volume 

and subsequently a value increase. However, it now offers 

a disadvantage as it has a low audience reach, plausibly 

resulting in less trading volume and liquidity.



Despite its innovative approach, Bittensor faces several risks 

and threats. The network is still in its early stages, with a 

relatively small community and ecosystem compared to 

established players. The reliance on the TAO token for 

transactions within the network and its disinflationary 

model could pose challenges in terms of accessibility and 

price stability. Additionally, the lack of widespread 

recognition and the limited presence on major exchanges 

might affect its growth and adoption. Furthermore, the 

absence of recent security audits could raise concerns about 

the network's resilience against potential threats. 

In conclusion, while Bittensor presents a groundbreaking 

approach to decentralized AI and offers a potential solution 

to the industry’s centralization issues, it is not without its 

challenges. Investors and participants in this space should 

consider both the innovative potential and the inherent risk 

associated with such an emerging technology.

Bittensor offers a promising solution to these challenges by 

establishing a decentralized machine-learning network. This 

network allows developers to monetize their AI models and 

contributes to a more inclusive and expansive AI ecosystem.

The unique approach of Bittensor, combining AI with 

blockchain technology, presents an innovative investment 

opportunity. Its decentralized nature and incentive 

mechanisms for model development and validation could 

reshape the AI industry's future, making it a potentially 

lucrative long-term investment.

Since 2020, the artificial intelligence (AI) industry has 

undergone rapid growth and transformation. Major 

advancements have been made, with technologies like 

Chat-GPT reaching a vast user base rapidly. 

However, this growth is shadowed by significant 

centralization, with a few large companies like Google and 

OpenAI dominating the market. This centralization poses 

challenges for newcomers, who face high barriers to entry 

due to the lack of shared data and the need for substantial 

resources to develop competitive AI models.



https://www.hodl.nl/en/
https://twitter.com/hodl_research
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hodl-research/


The opinions expressed in the report are for general informational purposes 

only and are not intended to provide specific financial advice or 

recommendations for any individual or on any cryptocurrency. It is only 

intended to provide education about cryptocurrencies. It is very important to 

do your own analyses before making any investments based on your own 

personal circumstances.

You should take independent financial advice from a professional in 

connection with, or independently research and verify, any information that 

you find in our report and wish to rely upon, whether for the purpose of 

making an investment decision or otherwise. The views reflected in the 

commentary are subject to change at any time without notice.

At the publication date of this report, the Hodl Funds may have a position in 

the cryptocurrency or token mentioned in this report. This may change at any 

time without notice. 
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